CEMENTING AIDS
Canam can offer a complete range of Cementing Aids for your downhole cementing operations.
Series 200 Latch-on Reciprocating Cable Scratcher
The Series 200 Latch-on Reciprocating Cable Scratcher is designed to provide superior mud cake removal when casing
reciprocation is implemented during pumping and cementing operations.

Series 230 Latch-on Stop Collar
The Series 230 Latch-on Stop Collar uses a bolt lock to friction lock the collar to the casing. Application of standard torque will
result in holding forces up to 10 times the API allowable starting for bow spring centralizers.

Series 240 Liner Stop Collar
The Series 240 Liner Stop Collar is a slip-on stop collar with integral set screws designed for medium duty applications. An
internal mounted 240 stop collar is ideal for use with the Series 130 Close Tolerance Liner X-Bow centralizer.

Series 250 Heavy Duty Liner Stop Collar
The Series 250 Heavy Duty Liner Stop Collar is a one piece machined collar with oversize integral set screws used to attach
the collar to the casing. Holding forces in excess of 25 times API allowable centralizer starting force can be obtained with the
250 Stop Collar.

Series 360 Marker Collar
The Series 360 Marker Collar is used as a marker joint on production casing. The collar will provide a reference point for the
logging tools to orientate its position in the well

Thread Lok 945
The Series 945 Thread Lok kit provides a complete two-component epoxy system that includes base resin, a catalyst and an
applicator. It is designed for use on all threaded joints and is especially applicable on drill casings and other pipe where the
effective prevention and avoidance of joint-loosening and casing backing-off is required.

Advantages of the Series 945 Thread Lok:
•Complete Kit with instructions
•Easy application
•Adheres to Any Clean Surface
•Prevents Back-off
•Resistant to Acids, Solvents, & Water
•Non-Corrosive
•Non-Conductive
•Economical
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